CALL TO AMPLIFY THE UNITARY CAMPAIGN
FOR THE RELEASE OF GEORGES ABDALLAH!
FREEDOM FOR GEORGES ABDALLAH! HE IS OUR FIGHT! WE ARE HIS BATTLE!
Since 2015, when civilian population of metropolitan France suffered terrorist attacks,
French State has continued to amplify its repressive system domestically and escalate
wars externally.
Our response to such situation should be the convergence of resistance which implies:
fighting against imperialism and state terrorism (especially that of Zionist State); against
state violence (military, police, administrative), state racism, repression and state
fascism directed against the peoples and the working-class neighborhoods; fighting for
the just and legitimate right to revolution and emancipation; fighting for the release of
revolutionary political prisoners.
Georges Abdallah – a Lebanese communist militant fighting for the national liberation of
Palestine, incarcerated in the jails of the French State for more than 33 years concentrates in himself all these political struggles. That is the reason why we state that
he belongs to our fight and we to his.

ABDELLAH: ALL ABOUT A WHOLE LIFE FIGHTER
Against imperialism
French imperialism, under cover of the fight against terrorism, deploys its entire war
arsenal to establish its hegemony and maintain its interests. Civilian populations
massacred, displaced and denied their most essential rights are but a collateral damage
in the eyes of those warmongers. This chaos and terror are imposed upon the peoples

to do serve the strategic interests and the wars of plunder of imperialism. Georges
Abdallah, throughout his life, fought and is still fighting against imperialism and the wars
waged on the people, and in this way, he is part and parcel of our battle.
For Palestine
Abdellah’s fight took the form of armed resistance to defend his country, Lebanon,
against Zionist aggression and for the national liberation of Palestine. This struggle
remains at the heart of breaking news. The Palestinian people have been resisting and
fighting for more than a century for their legitimate rights, self-determination, and
against apartheid, imprisonment and everyday atrocities. Today, the popular resistance
continues to develop under all possible forms of struggle to put an end to Zionist
occupation and imperialist plans.
For the release of revolutionary political prisoners
Georges Abdallah's fight is that of a communist revolutionary fighter, arrested and
detained for the kind of political struggle that he belongs to, and he never let go. His
resistance is fully in line with those who today fight against the system and reject its
domination over society and the people. It is for his ideas of emancipation that Georges
Abdallah has engaged in the struggle. It is for them and his revolutionary struggle that
he is still detained today. For this we demand his immediate and unconditional release.
Georges Abdallah is a combatant who fought and continues to fight in prison for the
emancipatory struggle of the proletariat and the peoples of the world. To fight for a
world free from capitalism, imperialism and the relations of domination that are
responsible for the misery of billions of human beings is to embark on the fight of
Georges Abdallah! Let us fight for his release and thus fight for our own freedom, for our
own emancipation.
And in this context, we call upon you to join and take forwards the actions and initiatives
proposed by the unitary campaign for the release of Georges Ibrahim Abdallah:
IMMEDIATE AND UNCONDITIONED FREEDOM FOR GEORGES ABDALLAH!
LONG LIVE THE PALESTINIAN RESISTANCE!
PALESTINE LIVE! PALESTINE WILL TRIUMPH!
DOWN WITH IMPERIALISM, ZIONISM AND ARAB REACTIONARY REGIMES!

Unitary Campaign for the release of Georges Ibrahim Abdallah
Campagne.unitaire.gabdallah@gmail.com

